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Abstract 
 
This paper briefly describes a bio-mimetic principle used to solve a simple spatial allocation 
problem. We define an initial set of bidimensional figures by specifying their respective 
dimensions. An initial spreadout creates 144 random solutions, each with a multiple set of optional 
possibilities: the inner evaluation function points the best pattern combination in terms of 
compacity and/or non overlapping occurences. Henceforth user can choose - following the 
evaluation function or not - to rebuild a fresh set of combinatory patterns within a mutation range 
preset: according to the visual result of the prior refinement process, user can indeed choose to 
"gently nudge" the present combinatory set (simply by flipping an occasional random bit in the 
chromosome) or - on the contrary - to "smash badly" its phenotype by a full recasting of its 
genotype. The purpose of this experimental implementation is to substantially reduce computation 
or evaluation time to produce plausible solutions, according to initial spatial constraints and 
considering that human attention tends to rapidly decrease its efficiency.  
 
Cognitive paradigm 
 
Conventional Artificial Intelligence aims to model human or biological cognitive schemes. We 
certainly consider as an embedded property of the human mental faculty the ability to process in 
parallel huge amounts of data but most of all the aptitude to merge order and disorder to enhance 
creativity. 
 
The computer efficiency - and therefore its velocity - is broadly overhelmed by human ability to 
treat and solve - in a parallel manner - nonlinear or conflictual contexts. Human creativity is - above 
all - unpredictable and emerges from a complex comportamental paradigm: a typical "black box" 
function with an indeterminate causality. Architecture design often follows such a similar scheme, 
and its creative process follows a non-deterministic pattern. Intuition, individual preferences, 
subjective evaluation, perception and knowledge define an individual cognitive context that leads 
data inputs interpretation to a very personal possible expression. 
 
Scientific context 
 
In architecture design, we believe that - in most cases - the more discriminant model able to 
represent the distributive complexity of present architecture is the horizontal plan. Thus, this very 
property will be exploited to improve a pluridisciplinaric integration process.  



 
Interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) or Aesthetic Selection is a general term for methods of 
evolutionary computation that use human evaluation. Usually human evaluation is necessary when 
the form of fitness function is not known (for example, visual appeal or attractiveness) or the result 
of optimization should fit a particular user preference. 
 
IEC methods include Interactive Evolution Strategy [Herdy 1997], Interactive genetic algorithm 
[Caldwell, 1991], Interactive Genetic Programming [Sims, 1991] [Tatsuo, 2000], and Human-
based genetic algorithm [Kosorukoff, 2001].The application areas of IEC have been spread widely. 
IEC is a technology that joins human and evolutionary computation in order to optimize target 
systems based on a cooperative interaction between feature parameters and psychological 
spaces.Conventional approaches for these human evaluation-based systems have frequently 
modeled the human evaluation characteristics and embedded the substitute evaluation model in 
optimization systems. The analytical approach is a common approach in AI research, but it is 
difficult to perfectlt model, for example, a personal preference model. [Takagi 2001] 
 
The number of evaluations that IEC can receive from one human user is limited by user fatigue 
which was reported by many researchers as a major problem. In addition, human evaluations are 
slow and expensive as compared to fitness function computation. Hence, one-user IEC methods 
should be designed to converge using a small number of evaluations, which necessarily implies 
very small populations. Several methods were proposed by researchers to speed up convergence, 
like interactive constrain evolutionary search (user intervention) or fitting user preferences using a 
convex function. IEC human-computer interfaces should be carefully designed in order to reduce 
user fatigue (Takagi, 2001). 
 
There is a history of research relating to interactive evolutionary computing which, in the main, 
relates to partial or complete human evaluation of the fitness of solutions generated from 
evolutionary search. This has generally been introduced where quantitative evaluation is difficult if 
not impossible to achieve. In this research task, we quote as a "good idea" the solution provided by 
those individuals with an higher fitness value, an appropriate response to our initial constraints, set 
as "compacity value" and "non overlapping property". This means that top rated individuals 
respondoptimally and simoultaneously to compacity and non-overlapping needs. After very few 
recursive steps, we notice that not only upcoming individuals tend to enhance their inner fitness but 
the generative process also improves the fitness value of the whole population. 
 
Programming environment 
 
The briefly described system works within a HTML/javascript - MAYA/MEL gateway. Prior data 
inputs are gathered in a simple HTML-FORM descriptor and subsequent values passed and 
processed by a javascript runtime. In this very first trial we store 12 numerical values acting like 
position descriptors for every single  figure, and there are 144 new generated individuals for every 
single generation step. For its first spreadout, the program generates random figures, according to 
initial input values given by user – respective height and width of 5 coloured squares -  and plots 
them over a fixed size surface. Notice that the color-code of input parameters display (X1 Y1) 
match the resulting output color of displayed figures: 7x8 for the white square, 6x5 for the grid-
filled etc.  



 

Fig 1: initial input values. 

User could either anticipate the respective openings of future geometries; they won't be visible at 
this point but will be successively generated within the upcoming Maya 3D post-processing.  

 
 

Fig 2: 1 out of 144 first generation of meaningless generated figures. 

User is supposed – at this step – to pick his favourite figure in this randomly-generated cluster of 
possible solutions. The program gives a help, designating with a green flashlight the “best 
response“ in terms of surface optimization VS non overlapping occurrences (fig. 3).  

 
 
Fig 3: the first generation champion, with a 65% ratio between resulting squares surface (142m2) 

and the red bounding box surface (208m2). 

Following the program suggestion could not only rapidly improve single best individuals 
performance but either globally enhance the common fitness ratio, as the recursive computation  
encloses part of parent phenotype. Next step reorders the general framework of upcoming figures 
but their expression obviously ensues their parent's.  
 



  
Fig 4: performance is still weak but rapidly improving, according to figure 7. 

 
The full re-deployment button – labeled “mvt+“ - shifts the position of each square all the way 
through X or Y axis, as the local re-deployement button – “mvt-“ - gently nudges each square  not 
more than 1 single snap per axis. In this very case, and only after 5 generations – yet following the 
program suggestion - the emerging system appears to be a “77% efficiency ratio“ cluster of squares. 
This means by the way that a “100% efficient“ figure would be a perfect lay-out of colored squares 
over the underlying red bounding box. 

 
Fig 5: 5th step of this generative sequence with a 77% efficiency ratio. 

 
Next figure shows the complete bio-mimetic arrangement sequence through a 12 generations 
process – in this case, for each generation the user follows the computer suggestion. The 12th step 
generated object displays a 80% efficiency ratio: as a matter of fact, its good fitness response breeds 
a compact self-organization.  

 
 

Fig 6: 12 generations refinement. 
 
 
What we quote as a "good idea" is often the solution put forward by those individuals with an 



higher fitness value, an appropriate response to our initial constraints, set, as seen above, as 
"compacity value" and "non overlapping property". For the computer, top rated individuals respond 
simoultaneously to compacity and non-overlapping needs. Recursive replacement not only tends to 
enhance the inner fitness of single individuals but improves the intrinsic response of the whole 
population, as stated in the following spreadsheet, displaying a 13 steps computation.  
The fitness peak of an IEC response is hard to localize: similar subsistems tend to be considered 
subjectively congruent, even if they are not: visual similarities may actually be broadly different, 
from a structural point of view.  
 
Generative response 
 
Besides a moderate general fitness improvement we notice a fast championship ratio growth, which 
means that most of the generated color clusters ensures a satisfactory response to spatial allocation 
needs. To provide a best variety spreadout we believe that generating a wide variety of average-
satisfactory individuals is preferable, rather than  locally optimize a little collection of super-items. 
We could roughly affirm that this peculiar aspect of this technology provides a faster  average 
enhancement of generated objects aptitudes, giving more choice through collections diversity and 
providing a better spatial response to selected elements.  
Any time, user can obviously diverge from the computer-based “best“ response – the most 
interesting aspect of IEC paradigm. Choosing another arrangement will clearly redefine the 
following reassembly of subsequent descendants, offering a new bunch of rearranged solutions, 
closely related to their “new rebel“ forerunner. 

 
Fig 7: monitoring the generative behaviour. 

This digression from traditional genetic algorithms causes radical rather than gradual change in the 
populations. This is most likely useful to accelerate somehow the interactive generative process as 
we stated that it could be tedious and rapidly boring. As stated above, specific mutation operators 
combat the tendency of genetic algorithms to converge on a few super individuals by insuring 
genetic diversity in the populations. The individuals spreadout offers a wide visual variety of 
“plausible“ solutions. When an interesting combination is reach, a fine-tuning process can be 
achieved to adjust preferred spatial combinations. 
 



Experimenting with 3D 
 
Since early stages of generation, user can export the well-liked combination toward an Autodesk 
Maya 3D environment. This can be achieved by a simple embedded runtime in javascript from the 
former HTML environment. At this point, according to prior openings designation and the specific 
positioning of surface elements, the program computes an input-geometry-based boolean 
transformation. First of all, the creation of cubic primitives, related in size and position to  their 
respective referent in the 2D representation.  The pertinence of the openings positioning is drived 
by a simple comparison between the positioning of square edges comparatively to the center of the 
global bounding box. The selected opening is automatically positioned on center of the most remote 
edge of the square; in any case, a door is consistently placed across the closer one (figure below). 

 
Fig 8: the openings positioning according to the distance of the support-edge to the center of global 

bounding box (C1). 
 

This process is accomplished recursively for all the generated subspaces. Roof obliquity is obtained 
putting into practice the same principle: the closer-to-the-center (E2 in the above figure) edge of a 
square component is elevated vertically. 



 
Fig 9: plan and cross-section of a 3D MEL-generated object 

. 
Results 
 
Experimenting with IEC techniques and 3D objects gives the opportunity to quickly produce 
interesting 3D standalones. Performing tests involving various parameters and extensible surfaces 
brings to life hundereds of plausible architectural objects, all different. At the moment the general 
framework is quite simple, our goal with this research task was only to validate some initial 
generative conjectures, thus experimenting with bio-mimetic interactive evolutionary computation 
tools. Next step of these generative technique could match closely architectural design process 
needs; according to specific inputs, i.e. topographic or climatic outsets. 

 
 

Fig 10:multiple objects created with the depicted program. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Present computer aided-design tools should be able to assist the former exploration that leads the 
entire design process. However, present software often calls an immediate actualization of 



geometrical intentions by forcing the user with pre-set intentional clusters - geometric primitives, 
textural resources, design procedures... - often uncompromising, with poor intuitive feedback and 
generally restraining imagination spreadout: "most of CAD software act like over-equipped hand-
drafting assistants, assuming the maturity of the designer as much as the maturity of the project 
itself." [Chupin - Lequay 2000] 

 
 

Fig 11:final textured rendering of a generated “architectone“. 
 
Recalling Nature  with efficient generative paradigms seems to be relevant to discriminate the 
exponential spreadout of possible solutions of artificial growth approaches. However, the drawback 
of such processes consists in its unpredictability or its poor response to domains where it is hard or 
impossible to define a computational fitness function. 
Interactive Genetic Algorithms (IGA) or Aesthetic Selection uses human evaluation for the fitness 
function, tipically when the form of fitness function is not known, such as visual appearance or 
aesthetics evaluation. 
What we aim to achieve is a computer-assisted interactive generation approach for creating 
architectural plausible geometries. This semi-automated process is intended to act like an 
"imagination enhancer" serving early conceptual exploration and improving IGA techniques in the 
domain of architecture design. 
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